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Introduction
Latest headlines suggest that just 7% of UK marketers say their brands
are taking a strategic approach to invest more in marketing during the
COVID-19 pandemic, with the vast majority feeling forced to maintain
or cut spend in the face of business disruption*. Many are uncertain
about how to adapt advertising plans or whether to even advertise
at all. At IRI, working with some of the biggest advertisers, publishers
and agencies worldwide puts us at a real advantage. We aim to use
this enviable position to offer guidance for brand owners to help
navigate a path through this uncertainty.
In this latest paper, Carl Carter, Marketing Strategy & Effectiveness
Director shares IRI’s Advertising Consideration Matrix in which he
suggests some key considerations to take into account before making
any decision regarding advertising.
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Industry Patterns
Households worldwide are developing new habits at this time,
delivering an opportunity for brand and category shifts unlike
anything experienced on this scale in history.
During this period of uncertainty, there has never been a more critical
time for brands to provide a sense of reassurance, show what they
stand for and be empathetic to consumers to win their loyalty.
Across March, retailers across the EU saw record sales: Consumers
took to panic-buying and stockpiling, with sales peaking to Christmas
levels in some countries.

Attitudes
to cash are
complex

Since the end of March, sales have begun to stabilise as
consumers settle in for the long haul and start to develop a pattern of
behaviour.
Easter shopping was impacted by the crisis: In the UK, sales were
down £51m compared to Easter week 2019, with confectionery
brands particularly seeing the impact of sluggish Easter egg sales.
Consumer buying and consumption behaviour is rapidly
changing: We expect food delivery, click and collect, online shopping
and home delivery will continue to increase as consumers avoid
crowds and queues.
Attitudes to cash are complex: In the UK, Link, one of the UK’s
largest ATM network operators, reported a 50% decline in cash and
ATM usage as of the final week of March. Even in Germany, where
typically cash accounts for two thirds of store transactions has seen
the use of contactless payments jump. However across the EU, the
Financial Times reports a surge in the demand for cash as consumers
become increasingly anxious about the economy and trust in financial
institutions is brought into sharp relief.
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Consumer Behaviours
Here are a few examples of the shifting trends we have seen
across the EU from March 2020 onwards:
•

FORO, fear of running out, has lessened since the initial
stockpiling, as retail sales start to stabilise.

•

Some of the categories that saw large spikes in sales during the
earlier “panic phase”, such as Pet Care, have begun to decline year
on year as people work through the excess.

•

Across the region, online and click & collect services have seen
double, sometimes triple digit increases in sales as shoppers seek
to comply with guidelines and avoid crowds.

•

At home, we see an increase in scratch cooking and home baking
as a way of not only managing budgets but also managing the
pantry. One bag of flour will last much longer than one loaf of
bread.

•

Food-to-go products have seen continued declines as working
from home and school closures mean less demand for those
convenience products.

•

Categories such as gift confectionery and Easter confectionery
have seen sharp declines compared to last year, as the public
celebrated spring holidays in a low-key manner.

•

While social restrictions can result in consumers using fewer
cosmetic and haircare products, we have seen hair colourant sales
increase as people adapt to lockdown life.
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Media
Although we have maintained strong performance in Q1, experts
predict that Q2 will be the more challenging quarter where we
expect to see declines in advertising revenue. Whilst there are
some obvious casualties, such as Cinema and OOH – which has
seen impacts drop 89% compared to prior to the outbreak supply is surging in other channels, although advertiser demand
is not currently keeping pace.

60% increase
in CTR in
a six-day
period

ONLINE
Virgin Media have reported that social-distancing in the UK have
roughly doubled the UK’s daytime internet usage.
Social media has benefitted, with Twitter reporting a 23% growth in
monetizable daily users YoY, globally, as users visit social platforms for
entertainment, news, and social purposes.
Site visits to premium UK newsbrands are up between 30 and
60% - although the industry expects to lose up to £50m if the
pandemic continues for another three months, with keyword blocking
preventing adverts from appearing against content related to
COVID-19.
While advertiser demand is dropping, internet users are responding
to online advertising - location data tech company Blis reports that in
the UK there was a 60% increase in CTR in a six-day period.
RADIO
National and local radio stations have reported double-digit
increases in both reach and listening hours, as the UK tunes in during
their time at home.
TV
As Britons stay at home, TV viewing has seen a sustained increase
since lockdown measures were introduced on 23rd March – up 18%
YOY in the post-Easter week. And this is similar in the EU: In Italy TV
audiences increased by 20-30% at the end of March. In the UK, we
see that viewing figures have begun to outpace time-shifted viewing.
Channel 4 has reported a particular uptick amongst 16-34s, with 44%
claiming to be watching more TV according to a study of their viewer
panel – the channel’s evening news programme doubled it’s 16-34
audience compared to the previous year.
However, advertiser demand is down, with major broadcasters such as
ITV suspending late booking fees and offering airtime at discounted
rates. In France the number of advertisers dropped by 13% from 24th
February to 12th April 2020 vs same period in 2019, with 34% fewer
advertising spots and 35% shorter spot lengths (Kantar).
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IRI POV
Looking ahead to an uncertain future…

The current pandemic is having a major downward impact on the
global economy. Most EU governments have taken significant steps to
support businesses and protect jobs, but this isn’t reflected in levels of
consumer confidence.
UK Consumer Confidence Index fell from minus 7 in February to
minus 34 at the end of April. The sharpest drop since the aftermath
of the Brexit referendum in July 2016 and now at levels similar to the
2008 banking crisis. Again, EU sentiment is similarly pessimistic and
in some instances, even more profound. In Spain, for example the
Consumer Confidence index fell 30 points from 94 in March 2019 to
63 in March 2020. In France, economic activity has reduced by 36%
(INSEE).
52% of Britons believe that the UK economy will be in recession within
a year, according to data from YouGov and the CEBR.
However, looking at patterns from previous recessions, the FMCG
sector is likely to be better placed to withstand some of the pressure.
A WARC study into the 2009 recession found that in the UK, the food
sector reduced advertising investment by 1.3% to £860m and the
drinks sector by 2.3% to £321m.
This compares to a 5.6% fall for total FMCG (to £1.98bn) in the UK and
an 11.7% dip for the total display market, suggesting the sector was
insulated somewhat compared to the wider economy.
The social restrictions currently in place are causing behavioural
changes that may outlast the pandemic. Online shopping will have
been a new experience for many during COVID-19 and for many, that
will stick. Similarly for week day shopping. During lockdown across
the EU, we have seen a much more even spread of shopping trips
across the week. Recessionary behaviours associated with consumer
coping mechanisms may start to emerge such as increased purchases
of private label products and value brands.
Working from home will likely become more frequent for more
Europeans which will lead to inevitable new media consumption
habits.
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52% of Britons
believe that the
UK economy will
be in recession
within a year

COVID-19 Key Considerations for Advertisers

The Advertising Consideration Matrix
Against this backdrop, there are a number of questions for advertisers
to consider before determining their next steps. We have compiled
those questions and our recommended actions based on the impact
and timing to their business.

Are the cycles of
product purchase
longer, shorter or the
same?

What is the demand
for our products?

Can we uphold
supply to meet
demand? If not, how
much demand could
we meet?

?

?

?
£

£

Have our retail
channels
changed or shifted,
Convenience and
Ecommerce for
example?

?

?

What is our current
ESOV (Excess Share
of Voice = share
of voice-market
share)?

Are we ready to
advertise on demand?
Are Creatives,
Channels and
Stakeholders primed
and ready to go?

?

?
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What is the demand for our products?

INCREASED

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

Long (1-3 years)

This organic growth is likely due
to unprecedented circumstance

If demand remains strong,
penetration growth is likely to
flatten

Continued growth could be
challenged by economic factors

This does not negate the need
to advertise
Brand reinforcement now can
establish longer term growth as
well as protect short –mid term

Short (3-6 months)

STABLE

Stability suggests the category
and brand are less impacted
If supply is stable, then normal
advertising activity should
continue
Give thought to investing in
boosting ESOV

Look to increase incremental
reach, reaching all category
buyers

Medium (6-12 months)
This is a key time to invest in
boosting ESOV
Generalised demand beyond
the short term suggests
increasing penetration is likely
to be supported

Advertising should remain one of
the key marketing drivers
Analyse investment levels and
continually optimise as retention
becomes the primary goal

Long (1-3 years)
Implement strategic marketing
plans that optimise media towards
sales and long term equity
objectives
Analyse media efficiency to
inform decisions should economic
uncertainty continue

Consider strong, distinct brand
advertising

DECLINED

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

Long (1-3 years)

Don’t panic – this position is
likely to be short to mid term at
worst

Analyse primary and adjacent
categories to investigate where
demand has gone

A continued slump is unlikely if
competitors and category are in
demand

Consider historic advertising
spend – are category and
competitors still in demand?

Increase spend on boosting
ESOV to begin repair and to
grow penetration

Distinctiveness over
differentiation should be the key
consideration

Advertise to protect the brand
and prevent competitors
stealing share and extending
ESOV
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Implement strategic marketing
plans that optimise media towards
sales and long term equity
objectives
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Are the cycles of product purchase longer, shorter or the same?

LONGER

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

It may be too soon to change
pack sizes to match new cycles,
but review data weekly to
ascertain new patterns

Maximise the opportunity
presented by sustained longer
cycles

Maximise the opportunity
presented by sustained longer
cycles

Consider most economic
pack sizes and efficiencies of
production

Consider most economic
pack sizes and efficiencies of
production

Review packaging to provide
economic and environmental
advantages

Review packaging to provide
economic and environmental
advantages

Advertising is still vital

SAME

SHORTER

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

Maintain presence and brand
messaging

Positive ESOV and consistent
brand advertising will support
positive growth into the longer
term

If demand is stable or high,
reducing spend could risk
ESOV and market share

Medium (6-12 months)

Reinforce the brand and
increase ESOV – shorter sales
cycles offer opportunity to drive
penetration

If demand is increasing or
stable, reinforce the brand and
increase ESOV – shorter sales
cycles offer opportunity to drive
penetration

Consider NPD and pack sizes to
capture other opportunities in
the cycle
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Long (1-3 years)
Positive ESOV and consistent
brand advertising will support
positive growth into the longer
term

Assess marketing plans in light
of other key considerations and
where possible continue with
business as usual

Short (3-6 months)

Consider investments in supply
chain to support these changes

Long (1-3 years)

Consider investments in supply
chain to support these changes
Consider NPD and pack sizes to
capture other opportunities in
the cycle

Long (1-3 years)
If shorter cycles continue into
the long term, look at growing
through on-the-go channels
Consider investments in supply
chain to support these changes
Consider NPD and pack sizes to
capture other opportunities in the
cycle
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Can we uphold supply to meet
demand? If not, how much demand could we meet?

Short (3-6 months)
Seizing this moment could
provide long term benefits

SUPPLY
SOLID

Maintain +5% ESOV

Long (1-3 years)
Review +5% ESOV and impact on
brand equity and market share

Aggressively advertise and aim
to increase ESOV to +5% or
more dependent on budget

Short (3-6 months)

SUPPLY
REDUCED

Medium (6-12 months)

If reduced supply can still meet
some of the short term demand
changes, continue advertising
to avoid risk of losing share, and
to ensure awareness and equity
remain strong for mid-long term

Medium (6-12 months)

Long (1-3 years)

Answer critical questions first:
Is the demand available being
fulfilled? If yes then sales are
maximised to production, if
no then demand increase is
needed. See demand decline
advice

Unlikely to be a long term factor
and any advertising investments
made short to mid term would
help contribute at this point

Are there consistent OOS? If
yes, are there alternate means
of production or supply that can
reduce this? Is a factor the sales
cycle or perishable nature of the
product?

SUPPLY
CHALLENGED

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

Maintain advertising but aim
for a slightly positive ESOV to
ensure market share retention
when next phase occurs

Continued supply chain issues
are a significant challenge

Continued supply chain issues
are a significant challenge

Although advertising may
seem wasteful, being off air
has a dramatic impact on brand
equity and ability to rebuild
market share

Although advertising may
seem wasteful, being off air
has a dramatic impact on brand
equity and ability to rebuild
market share

Consider to what level
advertising spend could safely
be adjusted

Consider to what level
advertising spend could safely
be adjusted

Consider addressing supply
chain issues in PR comms or
through organic social channels
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Have our retail channels changed
or shifted, Convenience and Ecommerce for example?
Short (3-6 months)

YES, LARGELY
ECOMMERCE

YES, LARGELY
CONVENIENCE

YES
ECOMMERCE
AND
CONVENIENCE
GROWTH

Consider investing in digital
channels to maximise online
and offline sales impacts of
advertising

Consider investing in digital
channels to maximise online
and offline sales impacts of
advertising

Long (1-3 years)
Consider investing in digital
channels to maximise online
and offline sales impacts of
advertising

Analyse media efficiency
to inform decisions should
economic uncertainty continue

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

Consider investing in proximity
based advertising, such as near
store OOH posters, mobile and
location advertising to increase
relevancy

Consider investing in proximity
based advertising, such as near
store OOH posters, mobile and
location advertising to increase
relevancy

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

Consider increasing investment
into digital channels and
proximity based marketing
activities

Consider increasing investment
into digital channels and
proximity based marketing
activities

Implement strategic marketing
plans that optimise media
towards sales and long term
equity objectives

Reach out to specialised
publishers through agency
partners and consider audience
data to aid targeting

Reach out to specialised
publishers through agency
partners and consider audience
data to aid targeting

Analyse media efficiency
to inform decisions should
economic uncertainty continue

Short (3-6 months)

UNCHANGED

Medium (6-12 months)

Advertising opportunities
should be based on demand,
supply and ESOV primarily
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Medium (6-12 months)
Advertising opportunities
should be based on demand,
supply and ESOV primarily

Long (1-3 years)
Implement strategic marketing
plans that optimise media
towards sales and long term
equity objectives
Analyse media efficiency
to inform decisions should
economic uncertainty continue

Long (1-3 years)

Long (1-3 years)
Advertising opportunities
should be based on demand,
supply and ESOV primarily
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What is our current ESOV
(Excess Share of Voice = share of voice-market share)?

Short (3-6 months)

0%

0%

Long (1-3 years)

Maintaining cadence and
defending brand equity
requires a positive and
consistent ESOV

Implement strategic marketing
plans that optimise media
towards sales and long term
equity objectives

Brand reinforcement now can
establish longer term growth as
well as protect short –mid term

Brand equity losses now will
make it far harder to regain or
grow in the future, especially if
competitors have invested

Analyse media efficiency
to inform decisions should
economic uncertainty continue

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

This organic growth is likely due
to unprecedented circumstance

5%

Medium (6-12 months)

This does not negate the need
to advertise

A + ESOV has long term
impact for brands, and is more
imperative during economic
climates such as these both now
and in the future

A + ESOV has long term
impact for brands, and is more
imperative during economic
climates such as these both now
and in the future

Maximising ESOV now is an
investment which will reap a
steep post situational growth

Maximising ESOV now is an
investment which will reap a
steep post situational growth

Short (3-6 months)

Medium (6-12 months)

There will never be a more cost
effective time to boost ESOV

There will never be a more cost
effective time to boost ESOV

Brands with negative ESOV
should invest in raising this to
+1-2% and analyse the impact
to provide future investment
justification

Brands with negative ESOV
should invest in raising this to
+1-2% and analyse the impact
to provide future investment
justification
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Long (1-3 years)
Implement strategic marketing
plans that optimise media
towards sales and long term
equity objectives
Analyse media efficiency
to inform decisions should
economic uncertainty continue

Long (1-3 years)
Implement strategic marketing
plans that optimise media
towards sales and long term
equity objectives
Analyse media efficiency
to inform decisions should
economic uncertainty continue
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Are we ready to advertise on demand?
Are Creatives, Channels and Stakeholders primed and ready to go?

Short (3-6 months)
Well done, this is the agility
required. Make sure assets can
run across formats

YES

Ensure you are comfortable
with the messaging and it is on
brand and consistent

Medium (6-12 months)
Continue to have an agile
and market ready approach
to media execution but
keep brand messaging and
distinctness in mind

Long (1-3 years)
Develop a strong testing
framework for creative, audience
and targeting

Be cautious about directly
addressing the pandemic
and in all communications, be
authentic.

Short (3-6 months)
Make sure assets can run
across formats

NO BUT
CAN
WITHIN 2
WEEKS

Ensure you are comfortable
with the messaging and it is
on brand and consistent

Develop a more agile and
market ready approach to
media execution but keep
brand messaging and
distinctness in mind

Long (1-3 years)
Develop a strong testing
framework for creative, audience
and targeting

Be cautious about directly
addressing the pandemic
and in all communications, be
authentic.

Short (3-6 months)
Try to progress this quickly or at
least progress digital channel
formats that are more agile

NO WE
WILL NEED
4 WEEKS+

Medium (6-12 months)

Not being able to react in this
climate could have a longer
term impact if opportunities
are not seized quickly
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Medium (6-12 months)
Develop a more agile and
market ready approach to
media execution but keep
brand messaging and
distinctness in mind

Long (1-3 years)
Develop a strong testing
framework for creative, audience
and targeting
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Ensuring campaigns are intelligently planned and optimised for efficiency upfront:
IRI PROSCORES®
Key Questions Answered

Description

•

IRI Proscores® helps publishers, agencies &
advertisers to optimise their media budgets
by identifying high opportunity & high waste
areas. IRI Proscores® uses product sales
data to identify purchase behaviours by
postcode. It analyses stores finding those
most probable to have higher sales uplift
driven by a marketing activity and lead to
more efficient ROI.

•
PRE-CAMPAIGN

•

Where are my highest opportunities
to drive brand penetration?
Where should I not spend to ensure
maximum efficiency?
How should we plan & target our
media to provide optimal tactical
gains through Awareness Driving,
Brand Defending, Consideration and
Conquesting.

Providing an in-flight sales response to guide campaign decisions during uncertain
sales weeks:
IRI SALES UPLIFT

MID-CAMPAIGN

POST-CAMPAIGN

Key Questions Answered

Description

What is the overall sales contribution
(or ROI) in total and/or by media activity
(channel/campaign)?
• Which are the best performing
campaigns in terms of ROI?
• How do Facebook and mobile
campaigns (or others) differ in terms
of sales effectiveness and which
performs better?
• What is the effect of my test media
campaign before I roll it out
nationally?

Used by some of the biggest advertisers,
publishers and agencies worldwide.
IRI Sales Uplift measures marketing activities
including display, video, social, audio, TV and
out-of-home. IRI’s SKU level store sales data
and advanced statistical algorithms provide a
robust and proven test vs control framework.
It provides absolute incremental sales and
sales uplift from your media as well as ROAS
(return on ad spend), all at product, brand
and category level.
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Providing an agile and thorough analysis of sales impact and media effectiveness for
future decisions:

IRI MEDIA MODELS

POST-CAMPAIGN

Key Questions Answered

Description

What is the sales impact and ROAS of my
media campaign(s)
• Which media channels/formats are
performing best?
• What are the optimal spend levels for
my media?
• Which tactical level could be
optimised to deliver more
effectiveness?
• How does my media compare to
competitors?

IRI Media Models allow advertisers,
publishers and agencies to understand the
sales impact & ROAS of their media. Using
granular sales data and advanced modelling
techniques, IRI provide detailed insight and
recommendations into media campaign
attributes from spend, creative, format,
timing and audience through to reach and
frequency. IRI Media Models expose the
effectiveness and efficiency of media spend.

IRI MARKETING FORESIGHT™
Key Questions Answered

Description

•

IRI Marketing Foresight™ provides marketers
with a comprehensive on-demand marketing
performance measurement and optimisation
platform that can provide a substantial
competitive edge in the marketplace.
With IRI Marketing Foresight™, you can
continually measure and adjust your current
and future marketing initiatives based on
ongoing new insights. This “always-on”
platform uses granular performance metrics
from IRI’s Media & Marketing Mix modelling
process to give you the latest simulations
and optimisation scenarios. Integrated
into IRI’s Liquid Data® technology platform
with IRI Unify® visualisation, Marketing
Foresight™ has all the power of IRI Data
Cloud™ to provide highly actionable
insights on demand.

•
POST-CAMPAIGN
•
•

How can I reallocate / optimise my
marketing budget across brands and
channels?
What will happen to my sales / ROI
if my media budget decreases /
increases?
How can I optimise my campaign’s
flighting?
Can I drill down to execution level of
each performance driver?

About IRI. IRI is a leader in delivering powerful market, consumer and media exposure information, predictive analytics and the foresight that leads to action. We go
beyond the data to create growth for our clients in the FMCG, retail and over-the-counter health care industries by pinpointing what matters and illuminating how it
can impact their businesses. Move your business forward at IRIworldwide.com - https://www.iriworldwide.com/en-gb. Follow IRI on Twitter: @IRI_INTL
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